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Newly launched RFID Technology in 2015
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Hangzhou Century Link Technology Co., Ltd
**Retail**

Having dedicated in the retail technology for more than 15 years, Century Link boosts a broad range of RFID and RFID/EAS combination tags to provide retailer solutions for inventory accuracy, visibility and loss prevention.

Below are the products which apply to Retail

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fairy Label CE33103 (EU) CE33110 (US)</th>
<th>Finger Tag CE36078</th>
<th>Whale Tag CE36074</th>
<th>Blink Cable CE39005</th>
<th>Optical Tag CE36081</th>
<th>3D RFID Hard Tag</th>
<th>Inlay with Monza R6 CE31099/CE31100 CE31101</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fairy label is designed for use in jewelry and small items applications where the tag may be in close proximity to small metal or metallic coated objects.</td>
<td>The RFID Finger on launch is developed with a flexible lanyard and slim graceful design, is ideal to use for variable items in retail, gives customers more options for loss prevention and inventory visibility.</td>
<td>It is combined with EAS and RFID dual technology, with the advantage of excellent read range and compatible detaching systems, enables inventory visibility throughout the supply chain reducing shrinkage and out-of-stocks for Retail.</td>
<td>The Blink Cable CE39005, a self-alarming UHF EPC Gen2 RFID tag, combined with electronic article surveillance (EAS) technology, provides retailers more options for loss prevention and inventory visibility.</td>
<td>The 360°RFID Optical Tag is designed to protect Glasses at the store level while improving inventory accuracy and visibility throughout the supply chain.</td>
<td>The 3D RFID Hard Tag, which is orientation insensitive and makes the tags are able to 360°detected, can be used alone or in combination with EAS technology pins.</td>
<td>Monza R6 inlay is widely used in various industries with its optional surface material. It provides tailored sizes to meet specific requirements and pre-encoding services for easy deployment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HiLink Series**

HiLink Series integrated the RFID technology with the conventional EAS tag, mainly applied for Apparel and retail shrinkage, inventory control and supply chain management.
Asset management

Compared to manual asset management, RFID technology provides enterprises to streamline and even automate their daily asset management operations. With RFID and supportive asset management system, asset locations and availability can be monitored in real time, which provides better operational visibility and asset utilization.

Below are the products which apply to asset management.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eagleye Series</th>
<th>Tough Series</th>
<th>Ultrathin printable on-metal tag CE38004</th>
<th>RFID Tire Label CE33095</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eagleye series provides efficient solutions with reduced traffic congestion and high vehicle throughput, and brings comfort to drivers and inspectors.</td>
<td>Tough series for metal assets management can be directly attached or fixed with screws on the metal surface. It's steady shock resistant, waterproof, dustproof performance, which is suitable for metal shelf warehousing management and other asset management.</td>
<td>The tag can be used in the metal or non-metal surroundings. QRcodes, text or pictures can be printed on it. Its ultrathin features make it suitable for curved surfaces,</td>
<td>With high performance &amp; cost effective, Century Link's Tire Label can help enterprises to improve the transparency of supply chain management and inventory turnover rate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
About Century Link

Century Link is dedicated in the innovation of RFID technology to provide you RFID Tags Solutions Worldwide. We combine world class R&D and state of the art production and quality control, offers a broad range portfolio of UHF and HF Labels and tags to enable the many applications that are emerging.

When you work with Century Link, you get:

- Experienced design and manufacturing services
- Personalized design tags
- Expert assistance with tag selection
- Pre encoding and printing services